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Why technology has allowed safer military usage 
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In-Class Writing Assignment #2   

 Computer use in the military has made us safer because it allows man to control devices 

and it has introduced cyber warfare. Warfare has always been done by men in hand-to-hand 

combat, but now, technology is more advanced and we must take into account the World Wide 

Web. The internet has allowed all sorts of new tactics to be used. 

 Before computer usage, all countries militaries had to use weapons directly and in the 

battlefield. Now, we have remote controlled devices that we can program to go certain places 

and avoid people. A lot of the prior weapons were hit and miss—resulting in many civilian 

deaths and innocent people suffering. Now we are much safer because of this. An article by John 

Arquilla attests to this: “Today, computers serve not only to guide weapons…” (Arquilla) 

 Militaries now control where missiles can exactly be pinpointed just from a computer 

half-way around the world. This is much better than nuclear bombs being dropped into whole 

cities or airplanes dropping missiles into urban areas. This happened a lot in World War 2—with 

many civilian deaths because that was the only way to fight. Now, we have more control on who 

we target and where. This results in a lot less unnecessary deaths and allows warfare to be 

completed much quicker because enemies are dying or getting caught faster. 

 The internet has introduced cyber warfare to combatants. Instead of people having to die 

or get injured, fighters can go to the internet and destroy a government’s database or hack into 

systems. Although not good, this is better than civilian deaths. The advent of this virtual warfare 

has focused the safety on, the safety of our computers and cellphones instead of our lives. People 

no longer have to worry about being killed by a random weapon, but now they must be 

concerned about getting their phone hacked into or getting a serious virus on their computer. A 
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cell phone or a computer, though people can be dependent, is a much better thing to lose than a 

friend or family member. 

 Militaries using computers has made the general population much safer because it now 

allows weapons to be controlled and has introduced cyber warfare. Both of these reduce innocent 

people dying. I’ve discussed how the internet has introduced a whole new realm of enemy 

attacking, but it has drifted the attention away from using people as coercion. We are safer in that 

our lives are not as threatened as they used to be. The safety of our information and data is under 

attack, but it can always be backed up or replaced—a life can’t.  
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From Blitzkrieg to Bitskrieg: The Military Encounter with Computers 

http://ehis.ebscohost.com/eds/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?sid=af9a597a-df51-49f3-9a9c-

3634f6a8252a%40sessionmgr112&vid=1&hid=121 


